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Martu Leadership team in 
Melbourne: a touch of footy for 
good luck

The team sat down with industry leaders 
from Western Bulldogs FC, BHP and the 
John Reid Trust to discuss different 
company structures and to test and 
compare what they had learned.

These visits provided an opportunity for 
the Martu Leadership team to present 
to various organisations, including to 
Parks Victoria and the Department of 
Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(DELWP) at Melbourne’s Federation 
Square. 

By the end of the week, the team had 
presented to over 400 people from 
five different organisations. Everyone’s 
confidence grew from a “nervous” 
beginning, to a remarkable boost! 

In all cases, audiences were deeply 
interested in everything Martu had to 
say. 

Highlights

On the last day of the trip, the team 
presented to over 250 secondary school 
kids. One of the teachers commented 
afterwards that seeing Martu talk was “a 
career highlight for him”.

Of course, being in Melbourne meant on 
opportunity to go to the footy and the 
Western Bulldogs FC invited the team to 
be the guard of honour for the Bulldogs 
vs Richmond game. 

Standing in prime position to pump-
up the teams as they ran out onto the 
ground and through the banner was a 
welcome bit of time off amongst a busy, 
but productive, week!

Some of the Martu Leadership team spent time in Melbourne attending a series of workshops, 
meetings and delivering presentations. They focussed on how companies run, who owns them 
and the role of members, directors, CEOs and staff.  

Clockwise from top: Martu were invited by the Western Bulldogs Football club to join the 
guard of honour at the Melbourne Marvel stadium; photo opportunity with Luke Beveridge  

- Western Bulldogs coach; Martu Leadership participants visit BHP office in Melbourne; 
leadership participants presenting to secondary school students.
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Monitoring threatened species
The Jigalong rangers have been working 
around Pinpi (Durba Hills) and Kaalpi (Calvert 
Ranges) to conduct monitoring work on 
the warru (black-flanked rock wallaby) 
population, to search for signs of a wiminyji 
(northern quoll) population and to carry out 
mankarr (bilby) surveys. 

The program is a two-part process: the team are 
establishing feral animal presence as well as monitoring 
native species. Cats and foxes, in particular, pose a 
threat to these vulnerable species, so recording their 
occurrences and distribution helps inform management 
plans.

Over two mornings, the tracks around Kaalpi and the 
Canning Stock Route adjacent to Pinpi were monitored 

for any signs of cats or foxes. Motion sensor cameras 
are then used to monitor wallaby populations, as well 
as check for any sign of a wiminyji population (after an 
animal was photographed by the cameras previously). 

Stay tuned for when the rangers return to the area to 
carry out further monitoring work and to determine the 
success of the program.

With thanks… 

To Dan Johanson, KJ Fire Management Officer and Leigh 
Sage from DBCA for their supervision with the fire burns; 
Remote Programs Manager Greg Williams, Community 
Ranger Coordinator John Wilson; and Alicia Whittington 
from DBCA for their help with the rock wallaby trip and 
Feral Pest Eradication program.

The last three months of cooler weather have seen Jigalong and Punmu rangers managing fire on 
a landscape scale by linking fire scars from previous years to produce fire breaks and breaking up 
large areas of unburnt country.

The fire management work draws on the knowledge and authority of elders and promotes the natural and cultural health 
of Martu country by helping protect warru (black-flanked rock-wallaby) populations, special sites on the Canning Stock 
Route, and the community from risks of wildfire.

Rangers have also been delivering helicopter fuel to the site for upcoming pest eradication and fire programs and 
undertaking strategic burning. By utilising helicopter and ground burning around these areas, promotes environmental 
diversity and safeguards the warru’s habitat against wild fires.

From left: Checking remote sensor cameras at Pinpi; Punmu rangers burning near 
the community at night; Ranger Jason Tinker ground burning near Punmu.

Protecting special sites and 
species through fire
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Species of the Desert Festival: 
Night Parrot recovery plan 
For the first time in history, a threatened 
species recovery plan for Night Parrots was 
drafted on country with help from rangers, 
setting a benchmark for government 
partnerships.

This monumental occasion took place at the Species of 
the Desert Festival in Mulan – a biennial event that brings 
together rangers, scientists and stakeholders to build 
knowledge and develop strategies to look after the many 
species that call the desert home.

Eight Punmu rangers travelled 2,000kms to be among 
those in attendance, and helped provide one strong 
collective voice about the importance of proper 
recognition of Indigenous Ecological Knowledge on 
management plans and the need to include Traditional 
Owners and rangers in the process.

Over 200 people were in attendance, with a lot of familiar 
faces with rangers joining from across the Western and 
Central desert. 

Teams explored tools for self-healing and the importance 
of “healthy people; healthy country”. Other discussions 
included:

• development of research protocols so Traditional 
Owners and ranger teams have ownership of 
information and can drive research priorities on their 
country;

• managing media interest for high profile species;

• creative mapping: based on fire scar and ‘bush 
supermarket’ paintings made by the Mulan 
community; and

• generally lots of passionate sharing, gathering and 
wangka (talk) around the campfire.  

With thanks… 

Thank you to the Mulan community, Mulan Traditional 
Owners and elders for their warm welcome, Paraku 
rangers and Indigenous Desert Alliance for a great week.

From left: In the big tent, listening to stories from Mulan elders; mapping activity; Parnkapinyi creek: 50,000 years of Indigenous science; 
wantikaja on field trip to collect bush onions.
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Rangers install toilet at 33 with 
Trackcare volunteers 

Kunawarritji rangers worked with the 
energetic volunteers of Trackcare to 
build a toilet at Well 33. Last season, 
the Kunawarritji rangers had decided 
on the proposed location: high ground 
north of the well. 

Before the Trackcare crew arrived, the 
rangers cleared the site and filled a 
trailer with gravel ready to concrete 
the posts in.

KJ rangers teamed up with a crew of Trackcare volunteers in Kunawarritji to help build toilet 
facilities on the Canning Stock Route.

Trackcare volunteers working with the Kunawarritji rangers.

Post hole preparation.

Des and the other Trackcare 
volunteers didn’t muck around, 
knocking up the steel structure in just 
two days. The rangers got into it as 
well, helping dig the post holes (into 
calcrete), putting the frame together, 
knocking up and pouring the concrete, 
screwing on roof sheets and pushing 
through a track (to the waste site) 
with the tractor blade. 

Rawa school kids helped finish off the 
toilet by painting a mural on it. 

On completion of the job, rangers 
thanked the Trackcare crew by 
presenting them with KJ information 
packs about the Canning Stock Route 
and Martu culture.
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Martu Wangka: collecting elders’ 
stories

Martukurranyilu-ya wangka walyja kanyirninpa! 

Kujungkarringu-yajananya kuwarri-
kuwarringulyu Kunawarijijanu Punmujanukamu 
rangerkaja kuulmaluparakukamu Parnngurrja 
yatilkajawana rangerkajawana nintirrikija 
recordamukija wangka yatilmili. 

Japirnu-lajungku, Wanyjal-mankura-lajanampa 
kanyilkuranku-ya jiji marlajanulu wangka walyja wulu? 
Wajarnu-ya yatilkajalu, paintingkaja, wangkakaja, 
recordingkaja. Kuju-ya. Ninti-ra ngurraku. Yilta-ya 
kanyilkuranpa jiji marlajanulu. Wangka-lajanampa 
mangunyjanu juku-juku jijikajaku yungkura – light 
oneswiyayiju! Yarrkalpa wangka – wilyki, kuka, 
mirrka warrarnja. Tipinyku-ra ninti – marlu jungan 
paarninyjaku pankapunginyjaku. Wuulpipulkaja-ngkuya 
yangpalakajakamu kujungka wangkakuranpa – pujiman 
wangka ya kanyilkuranku kutungkajanulu marlajanulukamu. 
Wangkangumarranypa-lajura nintiku walyjaku martukaja 
yatilkaja rangerskaja. Recordamukura-la ngaa wangka 
kuwarrijanu!

Kayila-ya nintirringunangu recordamukijakaja 
yangpalakaja. RNLDmalulu-pulajananya Linguistkujarralu 

Melbournejanulu nintirnu kutungkajanukajangka. Kinti-
yajananya yatilkajangka nintirrira recordamupayi wangka 
yatilmili pujiman wangka. Pantirrpa-ya nintirringu 
rawaparni murlpirrarringu recorderkurlu! Ka-langku 
rukarrira japirnu martukajangka, wanyjalmankura-la 
yungunpa? Martukurranyilu-ya kujungkalu wajarnu, Kunti-
kuntikutu la warntikura yintakutu Karlamilyingkakutu!

Karrpuwati-laju Parnngurrjanu Kunti-kuntikutu warntingu. 
Kunti-kuntikutungka-laju Kurta-kurta nyangu linyji. 
Wajarnu-janampaya warrinyji-warrinyjikajaku ngilypikajaku 
wangka yatilju pujimanjanu. Karlkilu-ya jiiwiyayiju kurta-
kurta nyangu numbamanu – wirla pukurlarringuminyirri 
yilta nyanginyja jamumili yaparlimili ngurra Kurta-kurta!

Palujanu-laju Kunti-kuntingka warinykatingu. Jampa-
laju warinykatingu, ngarrurringu-ya Martukaja 
recordamukijakaja! Jiimarntu-yajananya yatilwanarringu 
wangka yatilmili pujiman wangka recordamulpayi warrinyji-
warrinyjilu ngilypikajalu!

Parntirrpa-ya recordamungu yatilmili wangka murlpirrju 
ngarrulu! Pujiman wangka-ya pujiman ninti kanyinmalpa 
kuwarrijanulu marlajanulukamu! Martukurranyilu-nyurra 
nintipukalungulyu nantirrju kanyirninpa wangka walyja – 
wuluku!
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Martu looking after the languages they belong to!

Martu rangers and staff from Punmu and 
Kunawarritji schools came together recently 
(alongside many rangers and elders in 
Parnngurr) to learn and record elders’ language 
and stories. 

They first asked each other, “what should we do so that 
future generations can keep holding onto the languages 
the belong to forever?” The answers were:

• knowledge of country and of all the special places on 
country to which Martu belong.

• younger generations need to keep looking after this 
knowledge.

• knowledge about collecting food – about seed food, 
hunting, and plant-food on-country.

• the young people need to learn about how to prepare 
and properly cook animals. 

• young people and old people need to be together 
talking – today’s middle generations and the future 
generations that follow them need to keep holding 
onto the messages, words and languages of the 
pujiman. 

Two linguists from the RNLD (Resource Network for 
Linguistic Diversity) in Melbourne taught all the young 
and middle-aged people how to make recordings. The 
young people were quickly confident with the recorders 
and were recording the pujiman language and stories of 
the old people. Later in the afternoon everyone asked 
each other what we should do the following day. Together 
the group decided that they should travel to Kunti-kunti 
– an extremely important and permanent water place in 
Karlamilyi river.

The next day the group set off to Kunti-kunti and stopped 
on the way and checked on Kurta-kurta claypan. Some of 
the elders shared pujiman stories. For some of the young 
people, it was the first time visiting this place. They were 
filled with a happy and good feeling, seeing the home of 
their grandparents and ancestors for the first time.

The next stop was Kunti-kunti. As soon as the group 
arrived, the young people were all energetic and ready to 
record the elders’ pujiman stories and language.

Everyone worked hard to record stories, so that today’s 
and future generations will keep on holding onto pujiman 
language, stories and knowledge. It’s Martu who hold onto 
Martu expertise, and Martu are in front, holding onto and 
looking after the languages that they belong to, forever!
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Waterhole mapping and waru 
work
Rangers have been involved in successful helicopter mapping activities to relocate waterholes 
out of Punmu and Kunawarritji.  The work was combined with waru (fire) work to look after the 
country. 

Punmu ranger Donna Loxton and elder Mulyatingki Marney at Januwa.

Above: Remote mapping at the ranger station. 

Punmu rangers

The Punmu rangers completed a successful week of 
waterhole mapping and fire work, working closely with 
KJ field staff and Leigh Sage from the Department 
of Parks and Wildlife (DBCA WA). The week was led 
by the strong support of senior Martu elders, who 
generously provided expert knowledge and cultural 
authority to the team. It was a privilege to have elders 
Mulyatingki Marney, Minyawu Miller, Nyanyjapayi 
Chapman and Waka Taylor come out to Punmu for the 
week, supported by younger family members. 

At the lakehouse (Punmu ranger station), rangers 
helped with remote mapping – taking turns to support 
in the helicopter. Dry conditions over summer made 
it especially difficult to locate sites in the tuwa 
(sandhill) country. Successfully, one site to the north 
west was located after several hours searching: a 
rockhole of high importance (Januwa). There were 
many young community members who came down to 
the ranger station throughout the week to see what 
everyone was up to, with kids watching by the sideline 
as rangers did burning work or listening to stories.
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Kunawarritji rangers

Martu elder, Fred Ward, from Patjarr community made a 
special visit to Kunawarritji for the kalyu (waterhole) mapping 
trip and to undertake an aerial burning survey. He joined 
Martu elder Kumpaya Girgiba and her granddaughter Noelene 
Oates alongside the Kunawarritji Rangers. The team set up 
camp on rirrar (rocky) country, southeast of Kunawarritji, 
along the Gary Highway bush track.  

On the first day, Kumpaya and Noelene revisited Papuly jurnu 
(soak) before flying northeast from Kunawarritji following 
the main yinta (permanent waterholes) along the stock route. 
From there, they flew east where a large wirrkuja (rock hole) 
was spotted. Kumpaya recognised this as Pujinya – she was 
last there when she was a ‘little bit big one’ – around 8 to 10 
years old. She remembers that there was good hunting to the 
north when the wirrkuja was full of water – marlu (kangaroo), 
pujikatu (cat) and parnajarrpa (sand goanna). 

On the second day, Mr Ward re-located Tarltiwara wirrkuja, 
a large rock hole nestled in a creek in the far south of Martu 
country. Mr Ward talked about spending time at the site with 
his family when he was “a big boy” and shared stories from 
pujiman days. The visit inspired Mr Ward to look for a walking 
line linking rock holes to the east, and although it was not 
possible this time, the rangers have begun discussing a cross-
country trip through the area with ranger teams from multiple 
communities and organisations. 

On the return flight to camp Mr Ward spotted a jurnu located 
on Kumpaya’s country. Kumpaya went up on the next flight to 
check out this jurnu – she spent a few minutes looking around 
before yelling out ‘Mukurlan!’. This is a very special find as 
elders and rangers have previously looked for Mukurlan 
unsuccessfully. It is a yinta (permanent waterhole) – sitting in 
a grassy depression surrounded by paperbark trees. 

Alongside mapping activities, throughout the week, over 24 
rangers were engaged with fire activities, working into the 
late evenings to skilfully complete ground burning around 
community to put in fire breaks. KJ also supported aerial 
burning operations, with the aim to break up the landscape in 
more remote parts of country. 

Punmu now has five fully trained bombardiers including two 
female rangers, all who have demonstrated confidence, skill 
and a passion for burning work.

With thanks… 

A huge thanks to Leigh Sage (DBCA) and also KJ’s Dan 
Johanson for their expertise and support in this area. Thanks 
to Ned Booth for his support with incendiary training and 
guidance throughout the week, and all of the rangers for your 
enthusiasm and teamwork, help translating, recording stories 
and making cups of teas for the old people – kunyjunyu! 

Punmu rangers Charleston Miller, Neil Lane and Fire Officer, Leigh 
Sage, keep an eye on the community protection burn.

Middle: Mr Ward and Christopher James at Tarltiwara.
Above: Noelene and Kumpaya at Mukurlan.
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As Kumpaya stood over the yinta, she 
recalled each of her mothers’ names 
who had been there last with her. From 
there, Kumpaya instinctively directed the 
helicopter straight to Kayamann wirrkuja 
which Noelene picked out amongst a 
rubbly rocky hill. In pujiman times, the 
family followed a walking line linking 
Mukurlan to Kayamann and heading 
further north.

On the third day, Kumpaya and Noelene 
flew east from the camp and found 
Tajilan wirrkuja. This is a small wirrkuja 
sitting atop another rock. Kumpaya says 
there is a larger wirrkuja of the same 
name in the area, but it couldn’t be found 
on either a ground or air search. They 
continued looking far to the east along 
this walking line – but no other kalyu 
were found this day. 

On the fourth and final day, the rangers 
did some ‘recce’ flights to the north of 
Kunawarritji with the rangers looking for 
a group of wirrkuja and two jurnu. Prior 
to the flight, Kumpaya described to the 
rangers in a sand-drawing what to look 
for – two rocky hills with a jurnu laying 
in-between. They found some promising 
areas for Kumpaya to flyover for the next 
flight. Kumpaya and ranger Christopher 
James found Kurmintiminti wirrkuja and 
Wawurlka wirrkuja, as well as revisiting 
some waterholes previously found.  

Another wirrkuja was also found to the 
west of Kunawarritji in tali (sandhill) 
country. Kumpaya was too tired to visit 
there herself but a group of rangers 
did go look at it, photograph and film it 
to show her back in Kunawarritji. The 
rangers plan to make a track there so 
Kumpaya can visit soon. 

It was a very special trip with the 
family and rangers making the most of 
having two elders on country. Around 
the campfire at night, Kumpaya and Mr 
Ward shared knowledge about pujiman 
walking lines, the names and stories of 
kalyu, and the ancestral connections to 
these places. During the day, Noelene 
and the rangers recorded stories with 
Kumpaya and Mr Ward at waterholes and 
back at camp.

From top: Kumpaya at Kayamann; Noelene and Kumpaya at Tajilan; CJ and Kumpaya at 
Kurmintminti; Noelene and Kumpaya at Pujinya.
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High school rangers help to 
confirm the presence of Pilbara 
Leaf-nosed Bat
Students from Rawa 
Community School joined 
the KJ rangers on a three-day 
camp in Karlamilyi as part 
of the High School ranger 
program.

The team made five site visits to 
waterholes of cultural and ecological 
significance learning the Martu names 
and families connections to each area, 
as well as plants and animals. 

The students had the opportunity 
to listen to oral history recordings 
of elders while on country, sharing 
stories about pujiman days and early 
community life. 

Despite the hot weather, everyone 
worked well together and showed a lot 
of patience, helping share jobs around 
camp and enjoy time together. 

Students assisted senior rangers 
to collect data from three sound 
recorders. The song recorders had 
been in the field since September 
2019, and the information confirmed 
the presence of eight bat species in 
the area, including the critically listed 
Pilbara Leaf-nosed Bat!

The Pilbara Leaf-nosed Bat is 
relatively small with short fur, pointed 
ears and a fleshy diamond-shaped 
noseleaf that surrounds its nostrils. 
Due to their vulnerability, finding their 
presence in the area was very exciting 
for the team.

The trip was also an opportunity to 
listen to oral history recordings of 
elders while on country, where they 
shared stories. 

About the program

The High School ranger program 
is a collaboration between the 
two organisations – KJ and Rawa 
Community High School – and 
focussing on increasing student 
engagement in learning through the 
secondary years through informal 
work experience, on-country visits 
and activities. 

The program is led by Martu rangers 
and teachers. Over the past three 
years, 27 students have been involved 
and over 23 Punmu rangers employed. 

KJ also supports Rawa through the 
provision of Indigenous Educational 
Knowledge resources, waterhole and 
fire-scar maps of the Punmu area and 
oral history material for use in the 
classroom to support “Learning on 
Country” and “Manyjilyjarra language” 
activities.

Punmu rangers and High School rangers at Karlkan-karlkan (Karlamilyi)
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Funders, partners and 
supporters 


